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When Emma Sasha Silver loses her eyesight in a nightmare accident, she must relearn everything

from walking across the street to recognizing her own sisters to imagining colors. One of seven

children, Emma used to be the invisible kid, but now it seems everyone is watching her. And just as

she's about to start high school and try to recover her friendships and former life, one of her

classmates is found dead in an apparent suicide. Fifteen and blind, Emma has to untangle what

happened and why - in order to see for herself what makes life worth living. Unflinching in its

portrayal of Emma's darkest days, yet full of hope and humor, Rachel DeWoskin's brilliant Blind is

one of those rare books that utterly absorbs the listener into the life and experience of another.
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Terrific YA book, recommended to me by my 12 year old grand-daughter. Universal themes, but

probably most enjoyed by middle school girls. The book features a young teen girl blinded in a

fireworks accident and how she evolves through tremendous anger and despair about "what

happened" but eventually ends up at peace with her new life. Lots about her changing relationships

with boys, friends and family. Authentic worries and dialogue. And Dewoskin is a wonderful writer!

I love a book that transports me into a different world, one that I think about throughout my day,

hearing the voices of the characters and imagining their world. I read it at night and the characters



keep on. This is one of those books.The author's ability to evoke Emma's inner world and her place

in the world are remarkable. When my daughter's old enough to read it, I will place it on her bedside

table.Buy it, read it, and be transported.

A stunning story of catastrophe and recovery narrated by a dazzling teen-aged warrior woman who

chooses to fight for a life beyond the hard wall of facts and circumstances she's been given. Emma

achieves an unimagined liberation, and demonstrates for others that a life worth living is within

reach.

This book really made me more grateful for my sight but it also made me be more aware of my other

senses and now I start paying attention to smells more and stuff. It was also a really good story and

I loved the emma character

This was one of the best books I have read this year. It was very internal and moody and

psychologically moving, and I wept at its gorgeous imagery more than once. Not a typical young

adult novel at all - thank God. Expertly crafted and beautiful.
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Great book! Must read.

Lo at times but very good touching story
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